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Background
July 2013 certification of
Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) allows Water Board to
authorize expansion of chromium
remediation activities
Water Board comments at
certification:
 Find areas of agreement to
expand remediation
 Community support important
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Remediation Expansion Concepts
• Agricultural Treatment Unit expansion
only, no in-situ expansion at this time
 Concerns over in-situ treatment
byproducts
 EIR mitigation measure requires insitu byproduct investigation completed
first
• Bring existing agricultural treatment units
into new permit; EIR requirements will
apply to all
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Recent Outreach
 August 29-30, 2013 meetings in Hinkley
 September 26, 2013 Community
Advisory Committee meetings

 Discussion topics
o PG&E’s Agricultural Treatment Unit
expansion proposal
o Impacts of concern
o EIR monitoring and mitigation
o Permitting options for expansion
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PG&E’s Proposal
• Expand Ranch ATU
 14 to 50 additional
acres

• 3 new ATUs near
Community Blvd & Fairview
Rd
 67 to 105 additional acres

• Mass removal of chromium
(close to Source Area)
• Likely not endangered
species habitat
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Future Hwy 58

Agricultural Treatment Unit showing drag-drip irrigation
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Photo: Project Navigator Ltd

Agricultural Treatment Unit Expansion
Community Concerns
1) Lower groundwater table
due to pumping, affecting
supply wells
2) Water quality in supply
wells affected from
byproducts (total
dissolved solids, uranium,
nitrate)
3) Gradual approach to
expanding ATUs preferred
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EIR Requirements
EIR requires extensive monitoring
(will be included in WDRs )
Baseline monitoring in domestic wells
• Groundwater elevations
• Byproducts
Monitoring during remediation
• Groundwater elevations
• Byproducts
• Chromium
Modeling
• Annually, predict out 3 years
• Groundwater flow & transport
• Drawdown
Investigations
• TDS, Nitrate, Uranium
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EIR Mitigation
Where monitoring or modeling indicates groundwater
drawdown or water quality impacts, EIR requires:
 Replacement water or adjust remediation to avoid impact
• Replacement water options
 Deeper well, lower pump (drawdown)
 Wellhead treatment (byproducts)
 Alternate supply piped in
• Upgradient wells (near Mojave River)
• Connection to existing supplier (municipal purveyor)
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Option 1 – Maximum expansion approach
1) Write permit for maximum amount of ATUs allowed by EIR

• Simplest approach, no need to write additional permit in future
• ATU expansion in certain areas limited by wildlife agency
permitting timeline (estimated at 4 years)
Consider additional monitoring where:
• Chromium (Cr) in irrigation water higher than historically
applied
• Cr in irrigation water is greater than (X times) receiving
groundwater concentrations
• In-situ byproducts (Mn, As) present in irrigation water over
certain threshold
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Option 2 – Limited expansion approach
2) Write permit for limited amount of ATUs
Advantages:
• Supports “go slow” approach
• Require additional monitoring like Option 1

Challenges:
• Need another permit for additional future expansion
• Could limit ability to adjust remediation for plume movement
and impact response
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Option 3 – Categorical approach
3) Write categorical permit based on risk of impacts, threat to water quality

Potential categories
 Low threat ATUs
• Existing ATUs; those similar to existing
• ATUs with Cr less than existing ATUs
• ATUs not resulting in drawdown requiring piped-in water supply
 ATUs with higher Cr, or near active in-situ zones
• Near plume core
• Require more monitoring of irrigation water, soil, vadose zone

 ATUs requiring piped-in water supply for mitigation
• Modeling shows drawdown in shallow aquifer areas
• Require additional planning, mitigation prior to operation
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Permit Options Conclusions
• Option 1 (maximum expansion) most
efficient approach, may not be most
supported by community. Wildlife
agency permitting limits expansion to
start.
• Option 2 (limited expansion) best
supports “go slow” approach, likely
requires future permit for expansion.
• Option 3 (categorical approach) works
best for larger acreage permit; can
streamline application process and
prioritize review
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Recommendation
 Staff supports any of the options as long as reasonable expansion
beyond existing ATUs can occur and ability to adaptively manage
remediation is provided
 Following public and Water Board input tonight, final conclusions
and recommendations for permit structure can be discussed
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Next Steps

Early December
2013
• Circulate tentative WDRs
• Information meeting in
Hinkley
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January 8, 2014

March 12, 2014

• WDRs workshop at Board
meeting in Barstow

• Board meeting to consider
adoption of WDRs
• Discuss CAO
requirements

Optional slides
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Modeled drawdown after 5 years
Current proposal
• Yellow area is 10 feet
(~17 domestic wells)
• Lite orange is 20 feet
(~2 domestic wells)
• Dark orange is 30 feet
(0 domestic wells)
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Cartoon of wetted screen depth significance criteria

During remediation

Pre-remediation

Well screen
Water level in well

Example: Remedial drawdown of 20’
Water level in well

Wetted
screen depth
= 80’
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Wetted screen depth
now = 60’
Remediation reduced
wetted screen depth
by 25%; therefore,
significant impact,
triggers mitigation

Operable Units (OUs)
Operable Unit 3
About 2 miles north of Brown Ranch Rd
West to Valley Wells Rd
About 1 mile east of Lenwood Rd

Operable Unit 2
Most of 10 ppb plume
Extends to Salinas Rd
Operable Unit 1
Most of 50 ppb plume
North of Hwy 58, at Ashwood Rd
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Water Supply Well Monitoring Requirements Summary
Remedial Byproducts
TDS, Nitrate, Uranium, other Radionuclides
• Initial – 1 mile down and cross gradient, quarterly for 1 year or concurrent
• Operational – 0.5 miles downgradient; 0.25 miles cross gradient 2x yearly; monthly if
affected by byproducts
Groundwater Drawdown
• Initial – 0.5 mile down and cross gradient, quarterly for 1 year or concurrent
• Operational – 0.25 miles around any extraction point, 2x yearly (October and March); if
affected by drawdown, then levels in wells within a 0.25 mile radius & monitor for As, Mn,
U and radionuclides
Chromium Plume Movement
• 1 mile down and cross gradient of plume, quarterly
Modeling
• Annually, to predict wells that may be affected, expand monitoring area and plan for
replacement water as needed
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Agricultural Units

4B (least AUs)
Estimated byproduct extent
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4-C4 (most AUs)

Table 3.1-6. Performance Summary for Cr[VI] to Cr[III] Conversion for the East,
Ranch and Desert View Dairy Agricultural Treatment Units

Agricultural Treatment Units
Summary Data

East
Agricultural
Treatment
Units

Ranch
Agricultural
Treatment
Units

Desert View
Dairy
Agricultural
Treatment
Units

Area (acres)

30

52

80

Period of Operation

1991–2001

1998–2001

2004–ongoing

Amount of extracted
groundwater over life of
treatment (af)

2,400

1,050

550

Average Cr[VI] concentration a
in extracted water (ppb) after
treatment (concentrations
before treatment were higher)

130

13

20

Reduction of Cr[VI] (lbs.) in
extracted water to Cr[III] in soil

850

40

174

Cr[VI] Reduction Efficienciesa

95%

95%

>95%

Source: 2002 Feasibility Study (Pacific Gas and Electric 2002), 2010 Feasibility
Study (Pacific Gas and Electric Company 2010a).
Notes:
a

Efficiencies were calculated by PG&E based on sampling of water from
lysimeters beneath the agricultural treatment units.
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